INTERNAL RELEASE
INFOSPECTRUM’S infoTRAK™ V 9 MRO SOLUTION GOES LIVE AT AVIALL, A BOEING
COMPANY

Aviall Inc, a wholly-owned subsidiary of The Boeing Company, has successfully gone live on
infoTRAK™ software to improve the inventory management of their parent company’s
POSEIDON P8 Material support military programs.
Los Angeles, CA October 15, 2011 – Infospectrum, a leading provider of Asset Management &
Operations and Maintenance, Repair & Overhaul (MRO) solutions and services, announced today
that Aviall Inc, a wholly-owned subsidiary of The Boeing Company and a world leader in providing
parts and aftermarket services to the aerospace, defense and marine industries, has successfully
gone live on the latest version 9 of the infoTRAK™ software to improve the inventory management
of their parent company’s POSEIDON P8 Material support military programs.
infoTRAK™ MRO v.9 is a web based solution with Enterprise deployment option or an “on-demand”
Software as a Service (SaaS) hosted model. The Rich Internet Application has intuitive screens,
personalized pages, real-time alerts and events, mobile & wireless devices interfaces as well as a
shop-floor touch screen kiosk interface. It is built around Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) which
allows clients to deploy only the modules that are needed with an out-of-the-box and
straightforward integration with disparate systems.
Kyle Clark, Government Program Manager for the P-8 project at Aviall, said “This is a huge
improvement for the P-8 . . . The rollout of this system, on such a short timeframe, was impeccably
organized/managed and went off without a hitch”.
Commenting on the successful deployment, Suresh Iyer, Infospectrum President said “We are happy
to be a part of Aviall’s goals of use of technology for exemplary service.

Infospectrum looks

forward to a long partnership with Aviall and being a key element of their growth strategy. The P8
was an ambitious project with a very short (3 months) implementation window and we were able to
meet that challenge”.
infoTRAK modules that are currently deployed at on the program are:


Inventory Management



Work Order Induction Processing



Repair & Overhaul Survey Inpsection, Reapir and Rotable Support processing Purchasing



Work Order Statusing
--more--



Inventory Financials



Visibility, Monitoring, Statusing, and Reporting Services

About Infospectrum
Infospectrum offers solutions and services to companies and Government entities that own,
operate, manufacture, supply, maintain, repair, and overhaul complex, high value assets. The suite
of infoTRAK solutions facilitate efficient management of all product lifecycle phases, including
product build, operation, maintenance, repair and overhaul with full configuration management
and costing capabilities. Infospectrum solutions are live at many leading MRO organizations.
Infospectrum is a privately held company, headquartered in Agoura Hills, California, with European
offices in Moss, Norway and development facilities in Nagpur, India and San Diego, California.
For more information about Infospectrum and infoTRAK, please visit www.info-spectrum.com or
www.infotraksolutions.com.
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